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Nifty 50 Futures Q&A 

   
 

Introduction 

Over the last few years, India has transitioned into a newly emerging market with a rapidly 

developing economy. As of the first quarter of 2016, Indian funds ranked second (by dollar amount) 

among single-country funds held by Taiwanese investors, behind only US funds. In consideration of 

this investment trend, the Taiwan Futures Exchange (TAIFEX) will follow up on its December 2015 

introduction of TOPIX Futures by launching a new futures product on the National Stock Exchange 

of India’s (NSE) benchmark equities index, the Nifty 50 Index, in November 2016. The product, 

which will be called the Nifty 50 Futures, will offer investors a convenient means of investing in the 

Indian equities market, enabling them to diversify their trading strategies while also providing 

Taiwan futures market with a new growth driver.  

 

Product Strengths

Convenient channel for Indian equities 

When TAIFEX lists its Nifty 50 Futures, domestic futures investors will no longer be limited to 

trading Indian derivative products through sub-brokers. Instead, our new Nifty 50 Futures will trade 

via the same convenient and inexpensive channels as other domestic futures. 

Completely covers Indian cash-market trading hours 

The trading hours for TAIFEX’s Nifty 50 Futures will run from 8:45 a.m. to 6:15 p.m., 

completely covering the National Stock Exchange of India’s trading hours.  

TWD-denominated to eliminate forex risk 

TAIFEX’s Nifty 50 Futures will be denominated in TWD, enabling investors to participate in 

the Indian equities market without bearing forex risk. 

Creates intermarket and intercommodity trading opportunities 

The listing of TAIFEX’s Nifty 50 Futures will not only encourage domestic investors 

interested in the Indian equities market to participate in the domestic futures market, but will also 

provide domestic issuers of Nifty 50 ETFs and investors in such ETFs with a convenient hedging 

channel. Moreover, TAIFEX’s Nifty 50 Futures will enable investors to further diversify their use 

of capital via inter-market and inter-product strategies involving other futures on the same 

underlying issued by other international exchanges.  
 

The Product 

Q1：What is the product’s underlying index? 

 The product’s underlying index is the Nifty 50 Index, an equity index belonging to India 

Index Services & Products, Ltd. (IISL), a subsidiary of the National Stock Exchange of India (NSE). 

The Nifty 50 is the NSE ’ s benchmark stock-market index. It is a free-float 

market-capitalization-weighted index comprised of 50 blue chip stocks. In 2015, the index’s three 

most heavily weighted sectors were finance (31.0%), IT (15.7%) and energy (11.0%), and its 

constituent stocks accounted  for 65% of the market capitalization of its underlying market. (The 

index closed at 8,573.35 points on 13 October 2016.) 
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Q2：What are the product’s trading days and trading hours?  

1. The product’s trading days are TAIFEX’s business days. It is therefore possible that the 

product may be tradable on days on which its underlying market (the National Stock 

Exchange of India) is closed. It is also possible that the product may be untradable on days 

on which its underlying market is open.  

2. The product’s trading hours run from 8:45 a.m. to 6:15 p.m. (6:00 p.m. on the final trading 

day), completely covering the trading hours of its underlying market (the Indian stock 

market trades from 11:45 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Taipei time). This alignment facilitates taking 

advantage of hedging and strategic trading opportunities, managing risk and making 

adjustments to positions.  

Q3：What currency is the product denominated in? 

TAIFEX’s Nifty 50 Futures are denominated in TWD. Their contract multiplier is TWD50; 

their minimum tick size is 1 point; and their minimum price fluctuation is TWD50.  

Q4：What is the product’s daily price limit?  

 The Nifty 50 Future’s daily price limit has three-phase price limit: ±10%, ±15%, and ±20% 

of the previous trading day’s settlement price.  

Q5：How are transaction taxes calculated on the product?  

The Nifty 50 Futures are equity futures contracts. Transaction taxes are calculated in the same 

way that they are for TAIEX Futures: at a rate of 0.0002 of the market value of the contracts in each 

transaction.  

Q6：Where can investors obtain information on the Nifty 50 spot?  

TAIFEX provides real-time information on the Nifty 50 index via TAIFEX’s Real-Time 

Snapshot Quotes website (http://info512.taifex.com.tw/). Investors may also obtain spot information 

via other information systems, including Bloomberg (NIFTY<INDEX>), Thomson Reuters (.NSEI), 

and the National Stock Exchange of India’s official website (https://www.nseindia.com/). 

 

Trading 

Q1：What information is disclosed and when are orders accepted before the market opens?  

Buy and sell orders are accepted beginning at 8:30 a.m. on every trading day. During the 

15-minute pre-market period (8:30-8:45 a.m.), the trading system uses simulated matching to 

estimate and display the opening price and volume, the best five bid/ask prices and their 

corresponding volumes, the total number of bid/ask orders, and the cumulative quantity of bid/ask 

orders, every five seconds. Orders may be placed, but may not be canceled or modified, during the 

two minutes immediately preceding market open (8:43-8:45 a.m.).  

Q2:What method is used to calculate the protected range on market-with-protection orders 

for the product?  

The protected range on market-with-protection orders is calculated as a percentage of the 

reference price. On single orders, this percentage is 0.5%; on spread orders, it is 0.25%. The 

reference price is the previous day’s settlement price for the near-month contract.  

http://info512.taifex.com.tw/
https://www.nseindia.com/
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Q3:What are the position limits on the product? 

An investor’s aggregate open long or short same-side positions may not exceed the limit 

standards announced by TAIFEX. In the initial launch phase, the minimum position limit will be 

1,000 contracts for natural persons and 3,000 contracts for institutions. The position limit for futures 

proprietary traders and market makers in the product will be three times the position limit for 

institutions.  

Q4:Is black trading available for the product?  

The minimum buy/sell block-trading quote volume for the product is 200 contracts of the same 

type. Please see the “Taiwan Futures Exchange Corporation Operational Regulations for Block 

Trading” for details.  

 

Settlement  

Q1:How are margins on the product calculated and collected?  

Nifty 50 contracts are denominated in TWD. Domestic futures investors will pay initial 

margins in TWD; offshore foreign investors will pay these margins in one of the foreign currencies 

announced by TAIFEX (there are currently seven). Investors may arrange with their FCMs to use 

SPAN or a strategy-based method to calculate their margins.  

 

(1) SPAN-based margin calculation and collection: The SPAN-based method evaluates an 

investor’s overall portfolio risk giving consideration to risk reductions generated by 

combination positions. The investor’s margin is then calculated in each product’s margin 

currency. 

(2) Strategy-based margin calculation and collection: As with calendar spread position 

combinations, the margin collected on combination orders consisting of one Nifty 50 

Future long (buy) contract and one Nifty 50 Future short (sell) contract is that for one Nifty 

50 Future contract. 

Q2:How is the product’s final settlement price determined?  

The final settlement price for Nifty 50 Futures contracts is determined using the closing price 

calculated by India Index Services & Products, Ltd. (IISL) on the contract’s final trading day. The 

closing price shall be calculated on the basis of the last half an hour weighted average price of Nifty 

50 Index, and is shown to the second decimal place. The contract value of each position expiring on 

the final settlement day is equal to the final settlement price multiplied by TWD50 and rounded 

down to the nearest dollar.  

Q3:What are the product’s last trading day and final settlement day? Under what 

circumstances will they be adjusted? How will they be adjusted? 

1. The product’s last trading day is the last Thursday of the contract month. In the following 

circumstances, it will be adjusted as described:  

(1) In the event that TAIFEX or the Indian stock market is closed on the last Thursday of the 
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contract month, the last trading day will be adjusted to the first preceding business day 

shared by both TAIFEX and the Indian stock market.  

(2) In the event that a force majeure event (such as a typhoon) or other circumstance prevents 

trading, the last trading day will be adjusted to the first following business day shared by 

both TAIFEX and the Indian stock market. 

2. The product’s final settlement day is the business day immediately following the last 

trading day. In the event that circumstances affect the expiring contracts’ settlement, 

TAIFEX may adjust the day.  

Q4:When does settlement take place? 

The product is settled at 9:30 a.m. on the final settlement day.  

Q5:Can a single trading account simultaneously hold both long and short same-month Nifty 

50 Futures positions? 

TAIFEX’s Nifty 50 Futures are handled just like other stock index futures contracts: short 

and long positions in the same product with the same expiration are offset automatically.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


